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SUMMARY

• The majority of children who migrate in Ghana do so voluntarily and are involved in the decision-making process to travel.

• Independent child migration patterns in Ghana generally flow from the northern to the southern regions of the country. Addressing development imbalances between Ghana’s northern and southern regions is key to improving conditions that lead to child migration.

• Although migrant children face numerous risks in destination areas in southern Ghana, many of them continue to perceive migration as a source of significant opportunity.

VOLUNTARY CHILD MIGRATION IN GHANA

On May 13, 2011, media in Ghana reported that 116 children between the ages of four and 17 were rescued from communities along Lake Volta—which links the country’s northern savannah with the coast—after they had been trafficked from the country’s Central, Eastern, Greater Accra, and Volta regions (Awuni 2011). Ghana is recognized as a source, transit, and destination for women and children who are trafficked for the purposes of sexual exploitation and domestic and commercial labour (Quartey, 2009:65). Despite this reputation, only a small percentage of children who migrate are trafficked as the vast majority migrate ‘voluntarily’ and often independently of their birth parents (Kwankye et al., 2009: 31).

These ‘voluntary’ migrant children move for a variety of reasons. Many are motivated by economic factors, which include searching for paid work or training or schooling. In some circumstances, children’s independent migration is pursued for a variety of non-economic factors, such as societal norms and values about migration, marriage incentives, or the attainment of knowledge and status that often comes with being a child migrant.
This backgrounder explores the issue of independent child migration in Ghana. It gives an overview of the flow of migrants from Ghana’s northern regions to the south, as these patterns account for the bulk of children’s movements within the country. Although the north-south migration of children has become widespread, as almost every household in Ghana’s northern regions has a direct link with child migration to the south, this migration is a relatively recent phenomenon (Kwankye et al., 2007:24). A culture of child migration to the south is developing as these movements become a ‘rite of passage’ for Ghanaians in the north (Kwankye et al., 2007:25).

**FACTORS BEHIND CHILD MIGRATION**

Migration often occurs as a result of imbalances in development levels between origin and destination areas. These imbalances are striking in the Ghanaian case, demonstrated by stark differences in the levels of poverty between the relatively poor north and the rich south. Incomes are known to be two to three times lower for northern Ghanaians as compared to those from the south. These imbalances have persisted from colonial times into the present, as development priorities have consistently favoured the resource-rich southern regions over the north. Over the years, thousands of workers migrated south to work in the mining, cocoa and timber sectors. The resulting dichotomy has led to the north becoming a labour reserve for the south (Kwankye et al, 2007:5-6).

In recent years, the migration of northerners has been influenced by the increasing hardships facing their region. Agriculture has suffered due to unpredictable rainfall, highly depleted soil fertility, and increased demands on the land in the face of a growing population (Hashim and Thorsen, 2011:25). Migrants are also drawn by the strong economic growth in the labour market in the south. Interestingly, these migrations were historically undertaken by seasonal adult labourers from the north, but in recent years, younger children are taking their place (Kwankye et al., 2007: 4).

Although formal education is often considered to be an essential component of a conventional childhood, it is not necessarily viewed as an intrinsic part of childhood in many of the sending regions (Hashim and Thorsen, 2011:38). Only 13 percent of child migrants in Ghana’s two largest cities – Accra and Kumasi – have received education beyond the primary school level (Kwankye et al., 2007:12). This lack of education means that most of the children are limited in their skill set, many working in menial positions, such as head...
Porters. Although some children are involved in some form of ‘step migration,’ whereby they move from an initial destination to another, the majority have only migrated once and generally remained in their place of destination for five years or less (Kwanky et al., 2009:25). Furthermore, while there are some observable gender differences, numerous studies show that both boys and girls are involved in independent child migration.

The term ‘independent’ child migration is somewhat misleading, as very few children migrate entirely independent of their family network. In the Ghanaian context, a range of family members living in rural households and elsewhere are often involved in the decision to migrate. Nonetheless, while some decisions are essentially taken by parents, many children decide to migrate against the wishes of their family, sometimes leaving the household without the knowledge of their parents.

**RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN MIGRATION**

The decision to migrate is often fraught with negotiation, debate and even deceit. The risks associated with child migration increases when journeys are undertaken in secrecy, as children may not be able to count on relatives for financial support or employment in the destination area. In addition, due to the lack of familial support, children are often in danger of being cheated or lured into more dangerous places (Hashim and Thorsen, 2011:65). Researchers have highlighted three areas of risk that children face:

1. **Work-related risks**, arising from the nature of the work, which may often constitute a major source of physical and psychological threat for children;

2. **Shelter-related risks**, manifested in the struggle to find decent accommodation, at times exposing children to the additional risk of sexual violence and crime;


Notwithstanding the above-noted risks, child migrants are presented with numerous opportunities in their destination areas. Over three-quarters of children report that they were able to save money from their earnings, while more than half were able to send remittances back home (Kwanky et al.,
Aside from the obvious financial opportunities, many children also become more independent and embrace their new-found social status resulting from their migrant identity. On the other hand, some children also regret having migrated, due to financial problems, difficulties in finding employment, low incomes, challenging work, and general hardship in their new home (Kwankye et al. 2009: 29). However, notwithstanding the challenges and risks associated with migration, many continue to view it as a source of great opportunity.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADDRESSING REGIONAL IMBALANCES

Efforts and policies aimed at mitigating the risks and improving the opportunities of child migrants must target both the sending and receiving areas, as migration often stems from imbalances between the two areas. Although the northern regions will continue to trail behind the development levels in the south, the government needs to address the widening gap and increasing disparity among the population of these neglected regions. One area of comparative advantage for the regions might be increased investment in the shea nuts industry, as over two million people currently benefit from this sector. Although Ghana is already the world’s second leading exporter of shea nuts, there is much room for growth in the underdeveloped industry, especially since some experts argue that shea butter could be an excellent substitute for cocoa butter in chocolate production (Aboba, 2011).

Aside from the need to improve the economic opportunities in the regions in question, efforts should also be made to sensitize parents and children of the potential risks associated with child migration, while encouraging children to acquire more education and/or training before migrating in order to improve their chances of finding better jobs in the destination areas (Kwankye et al., 2007:26). Ghana’s Ministry of Women and Children’s Affairs needs to retrain migrant children once in the destination areas so that they can develop new skills and get better jobs (Kwankye et al., 2007:25). Given the rapid growth of north-south child migration in recent years, it is clear that government and non-governmental organizations must prioritize and dedicate more resources to the education and skill development of migrant children.

At the same time, organizations and decision-makers must be cautious in addressing the issue and develop appropriate policies. As Hashim and
Thorsen (2011, 29) note, “…international advocacy has been effective in highlighting the plight of those children in particularly difficult circumstances. However, it has also resulted in a totalizing discourse where the diversity of children's experiences and work situations becomes treated as equivalent, reducing all working children to the status of victims and serving to shore up a characterization of them as without agency.” Child migrants are often engaged actors in the decision to migrate, and generally view their choice in a positive light. Thus, while policy-makers and scholars must continue to address the plight of vulnerable migrant children, more research and policy needs to consider the varied, complex and dynamic processes behind the phenomenon of independent child migration.
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